people' began to imagine that they could take charge of their own destiny, that they could define and develop themselves into evolving characters in new settings that they could establish or explore according to their own free will.
Seeking to understand why the novel emerged so quickly and with so much influence during the early eighteenth century, Watt started from the premise that artistic forms often mimic the psychological, social and political conditions prevalent in the particular era that gives rise to them.
He contended that early novelists such as Daniel Defoe and Henry
Fielding developed literary techniques for dramatising the emergence of the bourgeois individual, with its private sensibility and self-reflective interior monologue. Watt showed how novelists quickly innovated a set of textual conventions to sketch settings and evoke the innermost thought-flows and mood-swings of focal characters in imagined narrative worlds which readers could compare to their own world. And he showed how these characters might stand in and speak for the readers themselves as they tried to grasp the intricacies of an ever-altering world of proliferating detail and increased secular opportunity.
You may be wondering, already, what this has to do with interaction and computer-based media. Please bear with me. I'll get to it. But to do so I must finish and extend Watt's story of the novel.
Different from the allegory or the religious parable, which are part of the oral tradition and which reinforce established moral codes, the novel arose to address questions of personal agency and ethical innovation, to help readers scrutinise the intellectual and emotional intricacies of a new moral and political universe. To this end, the novelistic character was invented as a kind of new technology whereby readers could examine a psychic model of a possible personality and thereby measure options for themselves. Here was a cultural form that empowered readers to reflect on all the novelty that defined their changeful times. No wonder it was suddenly popular. It was needed. And it was shaped by and for the contemporary culture.
Watt shows that by examining the structural characteristics of new cultural forms, we can gain insight into periods of psychic, political and philosophical flux. By studying how aesthetic and semantic systems engage with the intellect and the sensorium of the user, we can understand the temper of the times. When a new form of art or popular communication arises and takes hold, it reflects changes that have recently occurred or are presently occurring in psychology and society.
Equally important, the rise of a popular new cultural form not only reflects but also adds momentum to the changes that define the turbulent times.
Or to say it bluntly, cultural forms tend to get invented and become popular at exactly the time they are needed. They show us some of the occulted workings of our confusing moment. In this process, there is usually an interplay between intuition and intellection. This interplay creates discourse, which leads to analytical knowledge, enabling increased efficiency and evocative powers in whatever cultural form is being considered.
Through this process, the novel was eventually superseded (which is not to say eliminated) by a new predominant form, cinema, which emerged at a time when individual psychologies were changing yet again, this time to absorb the modern world's kinetics (hence the name: cinema).
Here was a cultural form able to represent and analyse the tumult of sensory 'attack' that assailed every individual psyche once the speedy, mechanical modes of transport, communication and commodity production became widespread during the industrial revolution. In Australia, cinema enabled people in Gympie, Sydney and Adelaide, let's say, to share a perceptual and a conceptual frame where, before, they had been dissociated. Civic reality and cinematic possibility --each impelled the other. A nation could be construed as a new federation, and it could be imagined in place of the squabbling states that had previously been misaligned in geographical and ideological alienation.
But cinema has its limits. And this is where we can start contemplating the rise of digital multimedia systems in our own era. A definitive characteristic of the movies is the way they 'lock off' their several dynamic parts into a final version, the 'release print'. This ultimate inflexibility of cinema mirrors the way most national-scale communities responded to the turbulence of modernity by insisting that their societies first synchronise energetically to the machine world and then stabilise permanently once the new political state has been realised. In its end, cinema is a conservative form, like nationalism. contend that digital multimedia databases have arisen and become popular because they prioritise dynamic-systems thought over structural thought and serial thought. Responding to the quickness of digital and transnational cultures, we need cultural forms that allow us to become sceptical and curious investigators. We need operable, speculative databases surging with ideational and affective elements that can be searched, combined and activated to create combinative complexes that unfold and re-align, that converge and diverge through time. And crucially this operability must be accepted as the right and responsibility not only of the author or designer but also of the participants.
As the multimedia artist David Rokeby has observed, with digital aesthetics one aspires to create relationships rather than finished artworks and one yearns to participate in systems which 'reflect the consequences of our actions or decisions back to us."
5
. To the extent that an interactive system is relational, cross-referential and dynamically re-configurable, it is an aesthetic model of our dynamic everyday experience.
More than an informatic or technical tool, every multimedia database --even the most expedient or functional -is infused with aesthetics and semantics. Every multimedia database involves human-computer interaction and is therefore 'dramatic' somehow. The interactive multimedia database has a history at the same time as it represents an innovative break with other representational forms such as the novel, the oil painting or the cinema feature. It has arisen to address the psychic and social dynamics of our times. It can be used for dramatic and aesthetic purposes. It can be used like music, painting or cinema:
to tingle the intuition, to intertwine our emotions and our ideas, to conjure experiences of complexity and richness which help us reflect upon our everyday experiences as desiring and conspiring citizens.
As a run of spray of parting thoughts, can I conclude by reiterating that
database thinking is open-ended and restless rather than conclusive?
Can I point out the limited value of linear-narratological theories and cinema history when analysing the cultural worth of digital multimedia systems? Can I suggest that gardening theory, ecological philosophy, and even aquarium-design practices provide more useful kits of wisdom to help us examine contemporary dynamics and complexity?
5 David Rokeby, "Transforming Mirrors: subjectivity and control in interactive blackBOX: Painting a Digital Picture of Documented Memory Tatiana Pentes
